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Abstract 
Ozis, T., On the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution of a nonsteady transient free-boundary problem in 
porous media, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 34 (1991) 33-39. 
A nonsteady transient free-surface seepage through a dam with rectangular cross-section is considered. The 
model problem is reduced to variational inequality by Baiocchi transformation; then the solution of the problem 
is shown to exist and to be unique. 
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1. Introduction 
In the last twenty years, variational inequalities 
the theoretical and the practical points of view. 
inequalities and free-boundary problems has been 
have gained importance in analysis, both from 
However, the connection between variational 
pointed out by Lions and Stampacchia [7] and 
Lewy and Stampacchia [5]. By a “free-boundary (or -surface) problem” we mean, in a very 
general and vague manner, problems where part or all of the boundary is part of the unknowns. 
Problems of this type arise, in a classical manner, in very many situations in the physical 
sciences: multiphase problems, infiltration in porous media, elasto-plasticity etc. But, many 
free-boundary problems which arise in applications, however, cannot be directly written in terms 
of variational inequalities. For one such problem, namely, as an example, dam problem, it has 
been shown in [1,2] that it is possible to put it in a variational inequality form if one makes an 
appropriate change of the unknown function. This technique has also proved useful in many 
other problems, besides several hydraulic problems more general than that dealt with in [1,2]. 
Moreover, this method proved effective not only from the purely theoretical point of view, that is 
for proving the existence and uniqueness of solution, but also from the point of view of yielding 
new, simple and efficient numerical solution schemes. This new method has been developed 
systematically and extensively by distinguished mathematicians. Surveys of the early literature 
with numerous references and self-contained introduction to this topic are given in [3]. 
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Fig. 1. Representation of a rectangular seepage dam. 
However, the existence and the uniqueness of the problem of nonsteady seepage in a 
rectangular dam separating two reservoirs whose levels vary with time (Fig. 1) were assumed to 
be not considered. In this paper, we study the aforementioned problem. To do this, we first 
formulate the problem in variational inequality form, then try to give existence and uniqueness 
results for the solution of this inequality. Section 4 is devoted to the study of some properties of 
the problem such as continuous dependence on the data, monotonicity and independence of the 
solution from the height of the dam. 
2. Statement of the problem and formulation 
The problem considered here, a rectangular evolution dam separating two reservoirs whose 
levels vary with time, is a degenerate one. This is because velocity potential is harmonic in the 
flow region, but the free surface varies with time and is not a streamline. 
To make a complete mathematical description of the problem, it is necessary to define several 
parameters associated with the geometry of the dam. Referring to Fig. 1, a > 0 and b > 0 are the 
width and height of the dam, respectively; yi( t) and y2( t) are the reservoir levels upstream and 
downstream, respectively; and there is a horizontal impermeable base to the dam and the 
adjoining reservoirs. Further, it is assumed that 0 < yt(t) < b and 0 <y2(t) < b, Vt E [0, T] 
where [0, T], T > 0, is the time interval in which the solution of the problem is sought and T is 
some final specified time. 
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The problem is, then, stated as follows. Find 
f(x, t> : [o, al x 10, Tl + [O> bl 
in which y = f( x, 1) is the free boundary location, and is sufficiently regular, where yl( t) < 
f(0, t) and y2( t) <f( a, t) are the free boundary locations at each side of the dam. The initial 
location of the free surface is defined as: 
f(x, 0) =.6(x), v’x E [O, 4. 
The solution domain (or seepage region) of the dam is 
a= {(x, y, t): 0 <x < CL, 0 <y -q(x, t), 0 < t < T} 
(hence it is an open set) and T is some final value of time t > 0. 
The solution of the problem is a triplet (u, Ic2, f) and u : R 3 + R’, where all functional spaces 
are real, satisfies 
u,-Au=0 in 9. 0) 
Also 
~(0, Y, t> =max{y, vl(t>}, ~(a, Y, t) =max{y, y2(t)}, Vt E [0, T] (4 
for the sides of the dam. 
u=y fory=f(x, t) (3) 
on the free boundary and as a second condition au/an = 0 on f(x, t). On the impermeable base 
we have 
a2.d 
x=0 ony=O 
where a/an is the outward normal to fi;2, = {(x, y): (x, y, t) E a}. Finally, we also have as a 
initial value 
u=U for t=O. (5) 
Now, let us extend the solution domain 52 in to D-the parallelepiped given by 
D=D,X {t: O<t<T}, T>O, r= {(x, y, t) E ao: t-c T}, 
where D, is the rectangle {(x, y): 0 <x < a, 0 <y < b}, a, b > 0. 
Let us suppose for a moment that u E V’( 9) n C(a) is a solution of (l)-(5) and define G = u 
in 1(2u = y in D\ 52; then S E V’(D) n C( 0) and the Baiocchi transformation for u can be given 
by the formula 
J+, y, t> = s”( 6 5, t> - S) d5. 
Y 
(6) 
If U > y in 52, = {(x, y): (x, y, 0) E G} ’ by the maximum principle, u > y in 52, thus W > 0 in D 
and W=O in D\f2. Thus, 9= {(x, y, t) ED: W(x, y, t) > 0}, u =y - W’ IQ and f(x, t) 
’ The physical situation forces some regularity properties on the conditions, namely, it can be assumed that (u, Q,,, fO) 
is the solution of the steady-state problem corresponding to y,(O), ~~(0) and vi(t) and y2(t) are differentiable and 
their derivatives are zero at t = 0. The free boundary becomes f(x, 0) = fo(x). 
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= sup{ y: (x, y, t) E a} and W determines (u, fi, f) by assuming it is sufficiently regular. As a 
consequence, we call the W as the “weak” solution of the given problem. 
By hypotheses u E I”( Sz) n C(G) and as a result of (l)-(6), we obtain the following. 
Definition 1. The W given by (6) has the following properties: 
(a) WE V’(D) n C(D), 
(b) w - AW= -xn in the sense of C(D), where x0 denotes the characteristic function of 9, 
(c) W lr = g where g is defined by g( x, y, 0) = %(x, y) the Baiocchi transformation of 
??(x, y), g(x, t) = i( yI( t) - y)2 and g( y, t) = i( y2( t) - y)2 on AC and BD respectively, and 
zero elsewhere; g( x, 0, t) is the solution of g, - g,,( x, 0, t) = 0, with the conditions 
g(0, t) = :y,( t)2 on AC and g(0, t) = iy2( t)2 on BD and g(x, 0, 0) = %(x, 0); g( x, b, t) = 0, 
which gives the specific form of g, but in our case, we assume that g only satisfies 
g W2(T). (7) 
Now, if W satisfies (a)-(c) of Definition 1 and u E V1( O), u Ir = g, then u - W Ir = 0 and it 
can be easily seen that 
(~,u-w)+(vw,v(u-w))=-( Xo, u - IV) = -b++ b--t LW’- b-, 
where the superscripts denotes the positive and negative parts of the function. In addition to 
above, if W 2 0, then from above we get 
(q, u-W)+(VW, V(u-W))+(l, u+-W+)>,O foralluEV’(D), 
u h- = g, where (1, 4) = /,#. 
(8) 
3. Existence and uniqueness of the solution 
To show the existence and the uniqueness of the solution, we shall proceed to study the 
inequality (8) given in the previous section. 
Now let us consider the space 
S = {u E L2(0, T; V’(Q)) and u, E L2(0, T; V-‘(I&))} 
with the natural norm. The following two sets are convex and well defined and also closed in S: 
Kg= {UES: ul,=g}, K;={uEK,: u 2 0 almost everywhere} 
and Kg # ff iff g satisfies (7) and Kg’ # fl iff Kg # fl and g >, 0 almost everywhere on r. 
Now, the following problems can be stated in what follows by dropping the subscript g. 
Problem 2. By assuming K # 0, is it possible to find WE K such that inequality (8) holds 
VUEK? 
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Problem 3. Again, by assuming K+# 0, is it possible to find WE K+ such that inequality (8) 
holds Vu E K’? 
To complete, obviously the two problems make sense, if WE K, and then y E L2(0, T; 
V;‘( D,)); and v E K gives that v - WE L*(O, T; V;‘( D,,)) and (w, v - IV) is well defined. 
Hence, the following theorem can be stated. 
Theorem 4. If K # fl, then Problem 2 has a unique solution. Moreover, if K + # 0, then Problems 2 
and 3 both have unique solutions in K. Also in this case, Problems 2 and 3 are equivalent. 
Proof. We omit the proof of uniqueness because it is similar to the one given in [7]. We shall 
return to the proof of the existence. To do so, we use the singular perturbation form of inequality 
(8) for E > 0, namely, 
+I% (v - I+%) + ML v - w) + (IV, (v - IV)) + (1, v+- IV+> 2 0. (9) 
Now, if we write the perturbation solution of the above problems and denote them in short Pr 
2,,, and Pr 3,,,, then the above problems can be written as follows: 
Pr 2(+: Assuming K # 0, is it possible to find W = WCC, E K such that the inequality (9) holds 
VVEK? 
Pr 3(+: Assuming K+#fl, is it possible to find IV= WCE, E K+ such that the inequality (9) 
holds Vu E K+? 
The proof of the existence and the uniqueness of solutions of Pr 2,,, and Pr 3,,, is obtained 
similar to the one given in [7] in the case of bilinear form. However, one should take into 
consideration that the functional E ]) v, ]]* + (v,, u) + ]I VU II* + (1, v+) is lower bounded in K. In 
addition to above, it is easy to show (see [4]) that if K+# 0, and W is a solution of Pr 2,,,, then 
in reality WE K+. Thus, W is also a solution of Pr 2,,,. It follows that Pr 2,,, and Pr 3(,, are 
equivalent since both problems have unique solutions. 
We can now state the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. If W is a solution of Pr 2,,,, then W satisfies 
-WI+ w-AW=f 
in the sense of C( 0) where f E L*(D), - 1 <f < 0, almost everywhere on D. 
00) 
Equations (10) and (9) give us permission to derive the following for the solution of Pr 2,,, as 
& + 0: 
II W(e) II L.qo, T; V’(Do)) G MI, 01) 
II w,,)(T) II L.q&) G 4423 02) 
E II W(e), II 6 M3, (13) 
II FE), ILqo, T; v-‘(D)) G M4, 04) 
where M,, MI, M3 and M4 are constants independent of E. Equations (ll)-(14) imply that there 
is a sequence W, = WcEk, that is convergent strongly in L2( D) and weakly in W, and pointwise 
almost everywhere in D to WE K, which is the solution of Problem 2 (see [6]). 
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If K+# 0, then W, E K+ and WE Kf is also a solution of Problem 3. This gives: Problem 2 
is equal to Problem 3 by uniqueness. Thus, this completes the proof. IJ 
4. Monotonicity and some other smoothing properties of the solution 
Assume g, g, E V’/*(r), and let K = Kg, K, = Kg, be the convex sets as defined in Section 3 
and WE K, W, E K, be the solution of Problem 2 corresponding to g and g,. 
Proposition 6. The rate of continuity: w( 7) = 0( Al’*) for 7 + 0 such that 
II W- W 1 II LZ(O, T; V’(D,)) n L-(0, T; L*(Q))) G 4 II g - g1 llwqq). 
Indication of proof. Let u. be a function Vr( 0) such that u. Ir = g - g,. Then, u = W, + u. E K, 
u1 = W- u. E Kl and these functions can be put into inequalities (8) to determine W and W,. 
Adding the resulting inequalities, and noting that 
l(Wr+Uo)+- w++(w-o,)+- WC I<Iu,l, 
we get after some manipulation 
IIW- w II 1 L(0, T; v’(D,)) n Lp(0, T; L2(Do)) G 41 UOIIV’(D)L 
which is equivalent to what is claimed. 
Proposition 7. Let g, g,, W, WI be given as in Proposition 6 and assume that g, >, g 2 0 almost 
everywhere on r. Then W, >/ W almost everywhere on D. 
Indication of proof. It is sufficient to establish the results for the solutions of Pr 2,,, and Pr 3,,,. 
Inthiscase, WEK, W,EK~ and(W,- W)-•V~(D)andiszeroonr.Hence, u= W-(WI- 
W)-EK+ and ur= W,+(W,- W)-EK;. Putting into (9) corresponding to W and WI, and 
adding the resulting inequalities we arrive with an easy reasoning at: ( W, - W)-= 0. 
Now, consider the arrangement in footnote 1, let W be the solution corresponding to yl(t), 
y*(t) and g as in Definition 1. Suppose c = maxoGtGT(Yl(t), y2( t)) < 6. 
Remark 8. We have WI = 0 for y < c, if the hypotheses given above are fulfilled. Let g be 
determined as in Definition 1 by yi( t) =_y2( t) = c. It is easy to check that g, > g on r. The 
solution W, is given by W, = i( c - y)* for 0 < y < c, WI = 0 for c < y < b and it follows from 
Proposition 7 right away. 
Now let b, > b, D, = (0, a) X (0, b,) X (0, T), r, be the part of ao, with t < T. By setting 
g = 0 for y > b, extend g to I-,. It follows from Remark 8 that if W is the solution of the 
problem for D with data g, then W extended by 0 to D, is the solution of the problem in D,. 
Therefore, the solution is independent of the height of the dam. 
Proposition 9. (a) If g E C’(r), then W, W,, WY E C(z). 
(b) If g, >, 0, then the set Sz = {(x, y, t) E D; W(x, y, t) > 0} is open. 
(c) V(x, t) E (0, a) X (0, T), the set { y: (x, y, t) E fi} is an open interual; also s2 = (2) int. 
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Proposition 10. W satisfies w - AW = - xn in the Sense of C( 0). 
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